Curriculum Committee Goals: 2019-2020 Academic Year

**Item-1:** Policy on Objectives vs Outcomes on the COR  
- Decide and take action (if decided) on a policy delineating the separate listing of Outcomes and Objectives on the COR.

**Item-2:** Course Deactivation Policy creation  
- Decide upon the policy for Course Deactivation (for courses that have not run).

**Item-3:** Library Resources resolution  
- Provide the full-time (Ohlone) librarians with a monthly report containing library resource information for all courses (if and when listed) approved by the Curriculum Committee.

**Item-4:** Programs with no awards  
- Begin resolving the issue for Programs with no awards.

**Item-5:** Improved collaboration with UFO  
- Achieve better clarity and support from/with UFO in ushering forth new noncredit courses and program development.

**Item-6:** Rotation for CC Screening  
- Establish a “rotation system” for the Curriculum Committee’s “third Monday course screening” sessions.

**Item-7:** Practice/Training opportunities – Degrees & Certificates  
- Provide increased opportunities (ex: training sessions) for Curriculum Committee members to screen Degrees and Certificates.